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The Political Blogosphere 
and the 2004 U.S. Election: 
Divided They Blog



Figure 1: Community structure of political blogs (expanded set), shown using utilizing the GUESS visual-
ization and analysis tool[2]. The colors reflect political orientation, red for conservative, and blue for liberal.
Orange links go from liberal to conservative, and purple ones from conservative to liberal. The size of each
blog reflects the number of other blogs that link to it.

Because of bloggers’ ability to identify and frame break-
ing news, many mainstream media sources keep a close eye
on the best known political blogs. A number of mainstream
news sources have started to discuss and even to host blogs.
In an online survey asking editors, reporters, columnists and
publishers to each list the “top 3” blogs they read, Drezner
and Farrell [4] identified a short list of dominant “A-list”
blogs. Just 10 of the most popular blogs accounted for over
half the blogs on the journalists’ lists. They also found that,
besides capturing most of the attention of the mainstream
media, the most popular political blogs also get a dispro-
portionate number of links from other blogs. Shirky [12]
observed the same effect for blogs in general and Hindman
et al. [7] found it to hold for political websites focusing on
various issues.

While these previous studies focused on the inequality of
citation links for political blogs overall, there has been com-
paratively little study of subcommunities of political blogs.
In the context of political websites, Hindman et al. [7] noted
that, for example, those dealing with the issue of abortion,
gun control, and the death penalties, contain subcommuni-
ties of opposing views. In the case of the pro-choice and
pro-life web communities, an earlier study [1] found pro-life
websites to be more densely linked than pro-choice ones. In
a study of a sample of the blogosphere, Herring et al.[6] dis-
covered densely interlinked (non-political) blog communities
focusing on the topics of Catholicism and homeschooling, as
well as a core network of A-list blogs, some of them political.

Recently, Butts and Cross [3] studied the response in the
structure of networks of political blogs to polling data and
election campaign events. In another political blog study,
Welsch [15] gathered a single-day snapshot of the network

neighborhoods of Atrios, a popular liberal blog, and In-
stapundit, a popular conservative blog. He found the In-
stapundit neighborhood to include many more blogs than
the Atrios one, and observed no overlap in the URLs cited
between the two neighborhoods. The lack of overlap in lib-
eral and conservative interests has previously been observed
in purchases of political books on Amazon.com [8]. This
brings about the question of whether we are witnessing a
cyberbalkanization [11, 13] of the Internet, where the prolif-
eration of specialized online news sources allows people with
different political leanings to be exposed only to information
in agreement with their previously held views. Yale law pro-
fessor Jack Balkin provides a counter-argument7 by pointing
out that such segregation is unlikely in the blogosphere be-
cause bloggers systematically comment on each other, even
if only to voice disagreement.

In this paper we address both hypotheses by examining in
a systematic way the linking patterns and discussion topics
of political bloggers. In doing so, we not only measure the
degree of interaction between liberal and conservative blogs,
but also uncover differences in the structure of the two com-
munities. Our data set includes the posts of 40 A-list blogs
over the period of two months preceding the U.S. Presiden-
tial Election of 2004. We also study a large network of over
1,000 political blogs based on a single day snapshot that in-
cludes blogrolls (the list of links to other blogs frequently
found in sidebars), and so presents a more static picture of
a broader blogosphere.

From both samples we find that liberal and conservative
blogs did indeed have different lists of favorite news sources,

7http://balkin.blogspot.com/2004 01 18 balkin
archive.html#107480769112109137
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1  Digbys Blog
2  James Walcott
3  Pandagon
4  blog.johnkerry.com
5  Oliver Willis
6  America Blog
7  Crooked Timber
8  Daily Kos
9  American Prospect
10 Eschaton
11 Wonkette
12 Talk Left
13 Political Wire
14 Talking Points Memo
15 Matthew Yglesias
16 Washington Monthly
17 MyDD
18 Juan Cole
19 Left Coaster
20 Bradford DeLong

21 JawaReport
22 Voka Pundit
23 Roger L Simon
24 Tim Blair
25 Andrew Sullivan
26 Instapundit
27 Blogs for Bush
28 Little Green Footballs
29 Belmont Club
30 Captain’s Quarters
31 Powerline
32 Hugh Hewitt
33 INDC Journal
34 Real Clear Politics
35 Winds of Change
36 Allahpundit
37 Michelle Malkin
38 WizBang
39 Dean’s World
40 Volokh
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Figure 3: Aggregate blog citation behavior prior
to the 2004 election. Color corresponds to politi-
cal orientation, size reflects the number of citations
received from the top 40 blogs, and line thickness
reflects the number of citations between two blogs.
(A) All directed edges are shown. (B) Edges having
fewer than 5 citations in either or both directions
are removed. (C) Edges having fewer than 25 com-
bined citations are removed.

excluding direct citations between the blogs (where the con-
servative blogs have a clear lead), the links capture echoing
of some external sources directly, but the echoing between
the blogs only indirectly. To measure textual similarity be-
tween blogs, we identified phrases that are most informative
with respect to a background model of term frequencies in
weblog data.[14]. Here we saw again a tendency, albeit a
weaker one, for the same phrases to be used within commu-
nities than between them.

These results suggest that although conservative bloggers
tend to more actively comment on one another’s posts, this
behavior is not accompanied by a greater uniformity in other
online content they link to. Rather, we see both communi-
ties acting as mild echo chambers by frequently discussing
separate sets of web pages and news items.

3.3 Interaction with mainstream media
Even more common than links to other blogs are links to

news articles. Overall, the 20 left leaning bloggers cited the
media 6,762 times, while the top 20 right leaning bloggers
cited media 6,364, or about once every other post on average.
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Figure 4: Most linked to news sources by the top
20 conservative and top 20 liberal blogs during
8/29/2004 - 11/15/2004.

Figure 4 shows the most popular online news sites, and
the proportion of liberal and conservative blogs linking to
them within the top 20 liberal and the top 20 conservative
blogs. As our analysis of the home pages of the larger set
of political blogs will show in Section 3.5, we find that Fox
News and the National Review receive the majority of their
links from the conservative weblogs, while Salon receives
over 86% of its links from liberal blogs.

Within the set of top political blogs, we also find that the
NY Post, the WSJ Opinion Journal and the Washington
Times receive the large majority of their links from right
leaning blogs, while the LA Times, the New Republic and
the Wall Street Journal are predominantly linked to by left
leaning blogs. The remaining top-linked media sources are
fairly evenly cited by the left and the right.

The actual news article citation behavior of the A-List
political bloggers further differentiates the media sources at-
tended to by bloggers on opposite sides of the political spec-
trum. Drilling down, here are the top news articles cited by
left leaning bloggers:

1. CBS News poll of uncommitted voters shows Kerry
winning 43% to 28%

2. Sun Times article: Bob Novak predicts that George
Bush will retreat from Iraq if reelected

3. CBS News article on forged memos
4. New York Daily News article on Osama Bin Laden

videotope, “gift” for the President
5. Time Magazine poll: Bush opens double-digit lead on

post convention bounce

Summary



Adamic and Glance only analyzed connections
between conservatives and liberals. Could language 
analysis of blog content revealed something 
different? 

Would we expect any contrast if the study was done 
for the 2016 or 2020 US Presidential elections?

The clustered nature of the network – is that a mere 
reflection of the society or what is manifested online 
is relatively more exaggerated/muted?
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Adamic and Glance only analyzed connections
between conservatives and liberals. Could 
language analysis of blog content revealed 
something different? 

Would we expect any contrast if the study was 
done for the last US Presidential election?

The clustered nature of the network – is that a 
mere reflection of the society or what is 
manifested online is relatively more 
exaggerated/muted?



Beyond online…



Revisiting “The clustered nature of the network – is that a mere 
reflection of the society or what is manifested online is relatively more 
exaggerated/muted?”



Predicting Elections with 
Twitter: What 140 
Characters Reveal about 
Political Sentiment



















What is it about social media, particularly 
Twitter, that makes it suitable for 
understanding political opinions, over 
other platforms? Would you pick a 
different platform for this purpose and 
why?

















Social media is a 
powerful instrument for 
political (election) 
prediction. And here’s 
why…

Using social media for 
political (election) 
prediction is flawed. 
And here’s why…

Side 1 Side 2



Why Social Media Can’t Predict 
Elections





The professor who correctly predicted 
elections for the past 30 years…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/09/23/trump-is-headed-for-a-win-
says-professor-whos-predicted-30-years-of-presidential-outcomes-correctly/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/09/23/trump-is-headed-for-a-win-says-professor-whos-predicted-30-years-of-presidential-outcomes-correctly/


Ideal Prediction Engine

• Predict (nearly) anything – General purpose
• Accurate
• Real-time
• Cost effective
• Rewards information, not
• Raw computational power
• Persuasion, power, conviction



• Fundamental: E.g. 
statistical model based on 
past election results, 
incumbency, presidential 
approval ratings, economic 
indicators, etc.
• Social media: Twitter, 
Facebook
• Corporate: search, page-
views, comments, etc.

• Polls
• Prediction Markets
• Experts

Passive Active

Combining Various Data



The papers we read primarily use 
retrospective data for prediction. Essentially 
they all “predict the past”. What are the 
problems with this approach? How to fix this 
problem if we want to actually predict future 
events?



Reflections



Communicating Predictions

Prediction = Probability

û Hillary Clinton will win
the 2016 US Presidential election

ü 71% chance Hillary Clinton will win
the 2016 US Presidential election


